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Summary
On a cross-country flight a sailplane pilot may optimize

his average cross-

country speed by adjus ting his ins tantaneous horizontal velocity (and therewith his

instantane~us

vertical velocity) so that he flies faster through

regions with downward moving air and slower through regions with upward
moving air. For the exact solution of this optimization problem in case
of a given arbitrary vertical atmospheric velocity distribution along the
course a simple new tool is introduced in this paper in the form of the
definition of an "optimal-range-velocity-polar" or, short, ORV-polar. This
ORV-polar is the plot which provides the optimal average vertical velocity
of the sailplane over the range as a function of its average horizontal
velocity. In the paper the shape, the properties, the construction and the
use of the ORV-polar are discussed. In particular it is shown that the optimal
velocity histories which correspond to the individual points of the ORVpolar are each dependent on only one quantity, the so called "McCreadyring setting", As a result these optimal velocity histories may be generated
~n

practice in a relatively easy way with aids and/or instruments currently

~n

use by the sailplane pilots.

For theoretical purposes the ORV-polar concept facilitates the understanding
of known theoretical results, such as the rule that (not taking into account
the possibility of an early landing by lack of height) the optimal velocity
history over the total range is completely determined by the largest possible
net rate of climb encountered along the course. Also, the concept of the
ORV-polar makes it easy to understand that flying S-curves, as proposed
by some authors, when optimal, is never the only

optimal strategy.

For practical purposes the ORV-concept makes it feasible to determine the
exact optimal NcCready-ring-setting for any range with any vertical atmospheric
velocity distribution. For the special case of a square-wave thermal model
the optimal

~1cCready-ring-setting

may even be determined by a simple graphical

method which requires no more information that the velocity polar (i.e. the
regular relationship between the horizontal and vertical velocity) of the
sailplane. As such this particular optimal McCready-ring-setting can be
determined by any sailplane pilot without the aid of a computer. As an
example of this last use of the ORV-polar concept the paper also presents
the optimal McCready-ring-settings for a variety of square-wave-thermal-model
values for a particular sailplane type (LS-3) representative for the modern
racing-class of sailplanes.
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List of symbols
e:(=~/L):

(cloud street) extensionfactor

L:

length of range

T

time of travel over range

u:

vertical atmospheric velocity

v:

horizontal velocity of sailplane

w:

vertical velocity of sailplane

z:

Lagrange multiplier value or McCready-ring setting
(or net rate of climb)

A:

Lagrange multiplier

Subscripts:
.th

st

nd

, .. part of range

i,I,2, .•
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a
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relates to the average value
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relates to the maximum value

mind

relates to the minimum rate of descent

mr

relates to the minimal value over the range
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relates to the MSF(=minimal-straight-flight-)point

opt
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p
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to the

1

,I

,2

to the surrounding air
s

relates to the synthesis of two or more ORV-polars
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relates to the thermal

zl

relates to the ZL(=zero-(altitude-)loss)point

Notational aids
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relates to the solution of the optimization
proportional to
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-
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1. Introduction

A sailplane may travel over great distances when the pilot gains altitude
in regions of rising air and subsequently transforms this altitude into
distance by gliding out through regions of sinking or still air. For a
given, sailplane in equilibrium flight there exists a (usually well known)
relationship between the horizontal velocity of the plane and its vertical
relative to the air and this provides the pilot with the option to trade
altitude loss for speed over the descent part of his trajectory. The
determination of the best speed to fly to optimize the average velocity
along the course, taking into account the time spent for gaining altitude,
is an interesting optimization problem that has been attacked by a number
of theory-minded sailplane pilots and optimization specialists over the
years.
In the earliest formulation of the problem of the cross-country flight
of sailplanes the case was considered that altitude is exclusively gained in
small local regions (thermals) with relatively strong vertical atmospheric
velocity with given fixed magnitude and that gliding out takes place
through a region of still air. (see Figure 1). The problem in this case
consists or the determination of the (constant) cruise velocity in between
the thermals which results in the shortest time to fly from a point (pt A in
Figure 1) in one thermal to a point (pt. C in Figure 1) at the same height
in the following thermal. The solution to this algebraic optimization problem,
already known to some German competition sailplane pilots before the
Second \Jorld I,Jar, became common knowledge to the sailplane pilot community
after the succes in 1948 of the American World Championship pilot Paul
HcCready, who invented a simple device, the so called McCready-ring to
implement the optimal solution in actual practice. Since then the problem
formulation is usually referred to as the NcCready problem
In practice the atmosphere between two thermals will seldom be at complete
rest and quite often there will be some vertical atmospheric velocity
distribution along the range. As long as this vertical atmospheric velocity
is constant over parts of the total range a simple extension of the McCready
theory provides the optimal strategy directly. In case of a varying
distribution the determination of the best instantaneous cruise velocity
becomes a (simple) problem in the realm of the calculus of variations, the
solution of which can be easily derived [2 ] • The implementation of this
solution may be realized 1n practice quite simply with the earlier mentioned
NcCready-ring or its recent deve loped mechanized vers ion, the so called
"S o1lfahrtgeber" or speed director [10J.
The character of the optimal solution in case of a varying vertical
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atmospheric velocity distribution is

~n

general such that one should fly the

faster the stronger the downwards atmospheric velocity and the slower
the stronger the upwards atmospheric velocity. The trajectory of a
sailplane thus flying at optimal cruise speeds resembles the trajectory
of a jumping dolphin and this mode of flying of sailplanes at optimal
cruisespeeds has therefore become known as "dolphin-soaring" [llJ.
In a number of situations, as for instance in case of flights under cloud
formations known as cloud streets, it may happen that by this type of
dolphin flight altitude is

gained instead of lost and in that case the

pilot does not longer have to use thermals to
over long distances in straight flight without

ga~n

altitude: he

circling~

may fly

Especially

during the last ten years, this type of dolphin soaring, also made
possible by the advent of glass fiber sailplanes with very good performance
characteristics, has resulted in a number of recordbreaking flights and
nowadays dolphin flying strategies are practiced frequently over stretches
within more regular cross-country flights.
The determination of the optimal cruise velocities in the case that there
are large enough regions along the course to permit cross country flying
without circling has been the subject of a number of studies. In the
earliest of these (eg.[IJ, [4J) heuristic arguments were used to arrive
at good or roughly optimal strategies. Later studies (e.g.[2J, [6J).
formulated the problem as a (simple) problem out of the calculus of variations
and arrived at the correct mathematical characterization of the optimal
solution. These studies also provided rules for the computation of the
optimal solution in any given situation. Most studies thereafter (eg.[7],[8J)
applied the theory to simple periodical vertical atmospheric velocity
distributions and sailplanes with mathematically simple performance
characteristics. Only very recently (in [3J) some attention was paid to
a non-periodic vertical atmospheric distribution and some suggestions were
given towards a possible solution.
In the present paper first some attention will be paid to the solution
of the McCready problem, which together with its implementation in practice
with such aids as the McCready-ring or the "So11fahrt-geber", plays a
central role in all sailplane trajectory problems.
This discussion will be presented in Section 2y where in addition, the
general dolphin soaring problem will be defined and its known solution
shortly reviewed. Thereafter, in Section 3, a particular concept, believed
not to have been used earlier within this theory, the optimal-range-velocitypolar (ORV-polar) will be introduced and some properties of it discussed.
These properties will turn out to be such that the ORV-polar, which contains

-

~

-

all the information for the complete solution of the dolphin-flying problem
can be evaluated in practice in a relatively simple manner.
In Section 4 the latter aspect will be elaborated on. Next, in Section 5
the theory will be applied to the case of a square wave velocity distribution
and some numerical results will be presented for a particular sailplane
of the racing-class type. Finally in Section 6 some concluding remarks
about the use of the ORV-polar in theory and practice will be summarized.
The paper closes with two appendices in which the proof of a mathematical
and a geometric property of the ORV-polar are given. Not considered in
this paper are the dynamical aspects of sailplane trajectory problems
(cf [9J), neither problems in which a vertical variation of the vertical
atmospheric velocity distribution is assumed or problems in which a
realistic lower limit of the feasible flightlevel is considered. All these
aspects of the sailplane trajectory problem should, among others, be taken
into account before one can say that the deterministic sailplane trajectory
optimization problem is fully solved.
2.

Prob 1emf ormul at ion, solution and implementation

2.1 The McCreadx problem
Fundamental to all sailplane trajectory optimization problems is the
classical McCready problem which is concerned with the question of how
fast a sailplane pilot should fly in between isolated thermals of given
strengh

in order to minimize the time to fly from a point A (see

Figure 1) in one thermal to a point C at the same height in the next
thermal. This time can be split up into the time of flight from point A
to the first point B (see Figure 1) reached in the next thermal and the
time to climb from point B to point C in that thermal. The latter time
will be determined by the net rate of climb Zth in the thermal which is
equal to the sum of the vertical atmospheric velocity u

in the thermal
th
and the vertical velocity w of the sailplane in circling flight.
p

If it is assumed that the vertical velocity when circling is equal to
the minimum rate of descent, or equivalently the maximum vertical velocity,
wp,max , in equilibrium
be given by

fligh~

(2.1)

+ w

:= u

th

then the rate of climb in the thermal will

p,max
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\"tnen the distance between the two thennals is L and the sailplane f1.
in between the two thenna1s with a (constant) horizontal velocity v

p

and a (constant) vertical velocity w , then the time of flight from
p

A to B will be L/v

and the corresponding altitude loss -(L/v )ow . The

p

p

p

total time of flight from pt A to pt C therewith becomes

(2.2)

L

T

v

L

\v

vp

Z

L

_-E..
P

h
t

For this expression the
w

p

wi.ll

Zth

z

(th

- w

p)

vp

assumption is essential that for sailplanes

bG negative.

In case of an equilibrium glide in between the thennals, a fixed aircraft
weight, a constant air density and a constant gravitational acceleration,
the vertical velocity w of the sailplane (relative to the air) will
p

depend on its horizontal velocity (relative to the air) according to
some functional relationship which is known as the velocity polar of
the particular sailplane (for given aircraft weight (or equivalently
glven wing-loading) and glven air density)
(2.3)

w ;::
p

W (v )

p

p

A sketch of a typical velocity polar for a sailplane

given in

Figure 2. Note in particular that w (v ) is a concave function with
p p
a well defined maximum and that the function w (v ) is not defined for
p p
speeds smaller than some minimum speed (i. e. the stall speed),
Taking into account the functional relationship (2.3) the solution,
i.e. the optimal value of v , of the Mc Cready problem will be characp

terized by the necessary condition for a minimum of (2.2) which reads
dw

(2.4)

w (v ) - v ~ (v )
p p
p dv
p
p

This relation

often referred to as the Mc Cready-relation.

It may be noted that the distance L between the thennals is not
present in this expression implying that in theory the optimal solution
is independent of the distance. In practice, of course, the distance L
does play a role since this distance appears linearly in the altitude
loss -L w Iv
p

p

which should not exceed the original height.
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The Hc Cready relation has a nice geometric interpretation which is
sketched

~n

Figure 2. In particular, this interpretation makes it

possible to construct the optimal horizontal velocity

vp

as soon as

the net rate of climb Zth in the next thermal is known by drawing a
line through the point (O,Zth) tangent to the graph of the velocity
polar. Of course, in actual practice, the net rate of climb Zth of the
next thermal will not be known beforehand and therefore use will have
to be made of an estimated value of this quantity.
In case the asmosphere in between the thermals is not at rest but instead
has a constant vertical velocity u

then, of course, the altitude loss
a
from pc A to pt B will no longer be given by -(L/v)w but instead by

-(L/v )(w +u ) and the total time of flight (2.2)
p
p a
(2.5)

T ::

!:-.Zth

Z

(th

-

by

p

w

P

Vp

The Mc Cready relation (2.4) changes accordingly into
(2.6)

dw
w (v ) - v ~ (v )
P P
P QV p
P

= Zth

-

U

a

Since as already remarked the lenght L is not present

~n

(2.6),the

Mc Cready-relation will also apply to any part of the trajectory where
the vertical atmospheric velocity happens to be constant and which
therefore may be considered part

of a larger trajectory (of length L)

with the given vertical atmospheric velocity over the whole trajectory.
For the geometric construction of the optimal velocity one can in
principle either choose to draw a line tangent to the graph of the
velocity polar starting out from the point (0, Z h - u) or, equivalently,
t
a
to draw a line starting out from the point (O,Zth) tangent to a velocity
polar moved upwards by the amount u • The first construction method is
a
obviously to be preferred from a practical point of view, the second
may in some cases be preferred from a theoretical point of view.
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2.2. Mc Cready-ring and Sollfahrtgeber
Given

the relatively straightforward characterization (2.6) of the

optimal solution, it is not surprising that one has looked for means
for mechanizing this solution in tenns of the quantities that the pilot
generally has to this disposal in flight. These quantities are in general:
1) the sum (u

a

+ w ) of the atmospheric descent velocity and the sailp

plane's own descent velocity, which sum is measured by the variometer
(=

rate-of-climbindicator ), 2) the velocity v = (v

2
2
+ w )! relative
p
p

to the air, which for the usual sailplane flight trajectories is approximately equal to the horizontal velocity v
or

p

and 3) an educated guess

estimate Zth of the net rate-of-climb in the next thermal.

Best known among the devices for determining the optimal cruise velocities
in flight is the so called Mc Cready-ring [10J. This is a movable ring
with a matching (linear) scale around

the variometer

on which ring appropriate values of the horizontal velocity v are
p
.dw
inscribed at the (negative) scale locations v
(determined befo.rehand
p vp
from the appropriate velocity polar). Accordingly, at the zero point

r

of the scale on the ring the value v

. d the velocity for minimum

p,m~n

descent is inscribed together with some zero pointer. When the ring
is turned arround such that the zero pointer points towards a value Zth
on the variometer then the inscribed velocity values v

will be present
p

dw

opposite to scale values of the variometer equal to Zth + vp dv P . In
p

flight, the variometer provides the pilot with a reading of the value
of the quantity u

a

+ w (v). In order to fly optimally for a given
p p

estimate Zth of the net rate-of-climb in the next thermal, the
has to do no more than to set the

pil~t

pointer of the ring on the particular

Zth -value on the variometer and then to adjust his speed such that
the pointer of the variometer points towards the inscribed value ~f
velocity actually flown. He then will have achieved that his actual
vertical velocity u

a

+ w (v ) indicated by the pointer of the variometer
p

p

is equal to the scale value Z h + v
t

p

dw
-.-..£.d (v) on the ring.
v

P

P
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In actual practice the use of the Mc Cready ring requires from the pilot
that he

continuously matches the readings of two instruments, the

variometer (with ring) and the airspeed indicator. Of course, this is
not an ideal situation and a number of devices have been proposed to
facilitate the use of the McCready-ring in practice. Far out the simplest
to use among these devices is the only recently developed "Sollfahrtgeber" [10J which is essentially a

comp~etely

new instrument which

directly provides a reading for the quantity
dw
u

a

+ w (v ) - v
p

p

p

..,.....E. (v )
cv
p
p

Having available this instrument, the only thing the pilot has to do
to fly optimally is to adjus this airspeed in such a way that the pointer
of his " Sollfahrt-geber" points towards the value Zth of the estimated
net rate-of-climb in the next thermal.
It may be noted that for both the Mc Cready-ring and the IISo11fahrt-geber"
the only information the pilot has to supply the device for the practical
implementation of the optimal solution is the value Zth of the estimated
net rate-of-climb in the next thermal. It will be shown that the same
holds for the practical implementation of more general optimal dolphinflight-strategies for which the pilot has to supply again one characteristic
value similar to Zth which value appropriately will be called the Mc Creadyring setting. The determination of the Mc Cready-ring setting in more
general situations will take up a large part of the discussions to follow.

2.3. The dolphin soaring problem

In actual practice the Mc Cready-ring as well as the "Sollfahrt-geber"
are used in a continuous fashion, i.e. the pilot adjusts in case of a
varying vertical atmospheric velocity distribution u (x), x d 0 ,LJ,
a
his instantaneous horizontal velocity v (x) ideally in such a fashion that
p

at any point x the McCready-relation (2.6).will be satisfied
dw

(2.7)

w (v (x» - v (x).....2. (v (x»
p

p

p

dv p

p

'" z

th

- u (x)
a
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Under the assumption that the relationship between the horizontal velocity
v

p

and the vertical velocity w (v ) given by the velocity polar (2.3)
p

p

remains valid when these velocities are varying in time, it can be

shown

(cf. [8J) that this quasi-static use of the Mc Cready-relation (2.7)
will yield the optimal solution as long as at arrival in the next
thermal (with the net rate of climb Zth) there is some altitude loss
which should be taken care of. The proof of this is similar to the proof
for the.more general problem to be discussed next and is therefore not
given here.
There are occasions, such as in case of cloud streets over part over the
total trajectory, that the use of the Mc Cready-ring or the "Sollfahrtgeber" fed with the proper value of net rate of climb Zth in the next
thermal results in an altitude gain instead of an altitude loss at arrival
at the next thermal. In that case no circling in that thermal is necessary
any more and the pilot might consider to fly faster to reduce this altitude
gain and to increase his average velocity over the range under consideration.
The classical Mc Cready theory does not apply anymore and instead a new
problem may be formulated: How to select the instantaneous horizontal
velocity v (x) in regions of varying rising and sinking air such that
p

the overall average horizontal velocity is maximized while ending up at
a given altitude gain (or loss). In mathematical term this leads to
the constrained minimization problem
L

(2.8)

L

. {J v-'7'(x-)'
dx
I
ml.n
o p
oJ

w (v (x»
p

p

+ u (x)
a

v lx)

dx = L tan Y}

p

This problem is generally referred to as the pure dolphin soaring problem.
It is a special case of the general sailplane trajectory optimization
problem which may be stated as

(cf. Figure 3a)

L

(2.9)

min {

J :x(x)
o p

L

t.h

t.h

=

w (v (x»

Jo

P

P

+ u (x)

v (x)

a

dx ::; L tan

Y}

p

This latter problem formulation (2.9) differs from the former (2.8)
only through the assumed presence of an isolated thermal at some point
(not necessarily being an endpoint) of the range.
Another way to account for this situation is to assume that circling
in a thermal may be replaced, for the sake of modelling, by a climb
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over an assumed arbitrary small width of the thermal with a corresponding
arbitrary small horizontal velocity. With this assumption, the simpler
dolphin soaring problem formulation (2.8) may be used to describe the
general sailplane trajectory optimization problem which as such will be
referred to as the generalized dolphin soaring problem.
In the absence of distinc.t isolated thermals and given the usual form
of the velocity polar (cf.Figure 2) the pure dolphin soaring problem
(2.8) will in general have no solution unless there is an extensive
part of the range over which the vertical atmospheric velocity u (x)
a
is larger than the minimum own sink rate, w
, of the sailplane,
p,max
i.e. unless over part of the range (cf. (2.1»
(2.10)

z (x) : = u (x) + w

a

... > 0

p,max

If this inequality is satisfied over a fraction of the range which
is too small to allow pure dolphin flight (i.e. to allow a solution
of (2.8», then the pilot has in practice still another possibility
to avoid circling in the next thermal and that is to fly S-curves
in the region where (2.10) is satisfied. The effect of this "S-ing"
is that the horizontal velocity of the sailplane in the direction
of the course decreases while its vertical velocity remains the same.
The option of S-ing as a possible solution to the dolphin soaring
problem (2.8) was first considered by Metzger and Hedrick [8J who
took into account this "S-ing-mode", as they called it, by defining
an extended velocity polar as the graph of the relation (cf. Figure 2)
(2.11)

Wp (v p )

:= w

p,max

:= w (v )

p

p

ifv
Hv

p
p

s v
>w

p,mind
p,mind

where w (v ) is the regular velocity polar relation (2.3) and v
p p
p mind
is the horizontal velocity corresponding to w
(cf. Figure 2~.
p,max
The basic idea of the extended velocity polar will play an important
role in the discussion to follow.
For a given vertical atmospheric velocity distribution u (x) the
a
generalized dolphin soaring problem (2.8) is a simple calculus- ofvariations problem (cf [2J ) with a subsidiary constraint of the
isoperimetric type. For the solutions of such a problem use can be
made of the Lagrange multiplier technique (cf[ 5J) which in this
particular case results in the necessary condition (Euler-Lagrange-
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equation) for the optimal solution V (x), x E [O,LJ.
p

~
av [l...v
p

p

or, worked out,
(2. 12)

-

....

....

w (v (x»

p

p

dw

- v (x) ~ (; (x»

p

vp

p

=

l/A - u (x)
a

in which expression A(10) is the Lagrange multiplier, which is a
constant (cf [5J) in case of isoperimetric problems. The value A
should be determined from the subsidiary condition
L -

(2.13)

Jo

....

w (v (x» + u (x)
.....t..P--.jP::......._ _ _-.;;a__ dx = L tan y
v p (x)

The equations (2.12) and (2.13) together completely determine the
(optimal) solution of the generalized dolphin soaring problem (2.8).
For the determination of the unknown value of I/X, which in view
of the similarity between (2.7) and (2.12) may be interpreted as a
fixed Mc Cready-ring setting for the range under consideration, use
may be made of an iterative procedure consisting of guessing a
value for I/A, evaluating from (2.12) the corresponding values of
v (x) and from the integral in (2.13) the corresponding altitude
p

gain or loss. Depending on the latter result I/A is thereafter
increased in case of an altitude surplus and decreased ill case if an
altitude <iefici t
Although the described iterative procedure usually converges
relatively fast, the method is still too complicated to determine
in practice the optimal Mc Cready-ring setting I/A for any actual
vertical atmospheric velocity distribution encountered. Therefore
the optimal Mc Cready-ring setting has only been evaluated for some
special vertical atmospheric velocity profiles such as the sinusoidal
distribution (cf [2J) and the square-wave distribution (cf [7J).
The results thus obtained serve as a guide and provide an estimate
for the proper Me Cready-ring setting for the more general situations
in practice.
In the following sections a slightly different approach will be
shown to yield the same results.
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3.

The Optimal-Range-Velocity polar (ORV-polar)

3.1. The concept of the ORV-polar
A good starting point of the discussion of the ORV-polar concept
is the simple observation that given any range [O,LJ with any vertical
atmospheric velocity distribution u (x), x

[O,LJ, there will in

€

a

general be a infinite number of horizontal velocity histories
v (x), x
p

€

[O,LJ which yield the same average (horizontal) velocity

v

over the range under consideration. This observation will be
av
true for arbitrary average velocities v
>
if one allows circling
av
or "S-ing" (cf Section 2.3) in certain regions of the range. Of the

°

velocity histories which yield a particular average velocity v av the
one (or the ones) of most interest for optimization purposes is that
particular one (or those ones) which result(s) in the smallest
altitude loss or largest altitude gain over the range, or equivalently,
which result(s) in the largest average vertical velocity (= smallest
average descent velocity) over the range in question, i.e. the
solution of optimization problem
v

(3. 1)

max

{ av

L

L w (v (x» - u (x)
p p
a
v ~x)

°J

dx

vav L dx
v (x)

IL

J

°

p

=

I}

p

This problem is of the same type as the generalized dolphin soaring
problem (2.8), i.e. a simple calculus":of-variations problem of the
isoperimetric type and its solution may accordingly

be determined

with the same (Lagrange multiplier-) technique as discussed in
relation with problem (2.8) in Section 2.3. Application of this
technique to the present problem yields the result that the optimal
velocity history V. (x) (for the given average velocity v
p

and the given u (x), x
a

€

av

> 0

[O,LJ) is characterized by the relation (cf .(2.12»
dw

(3.2)

.; (.; (x»
p p

-.; (x) --..:E.d (; (x»
p
vp
p

== z

(v

av

) - u (x)
a

where z(v

) is a constant Lagrange multiplier value which in general
av
will be different for different values of the average velocity

v

and where the bar over w signifies the use of extended-velocityav
p
polar relationship (2.11). The actual value of the Lagrange multiplier

z(v

av

) may just as before be determined from the subsidiary condition.
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(3.3)

The value of the solution of the optimization problem (3.1) is
the maximal average vertical velocity over the range in question
and this average vertical velocity will play such an important
role in the development to follow that it is given the special name
"optimal vertical ra::ge velodti'. This optimal vertical range
velocity w
may in principe be determined for any value of
orv
the average (horizontal-range)velocity v
> 0 and the optimization
av
problem (3.1) thus defines a relationship between it and the
average (horizontal-range) velocity v

(3.4)

vav
Worv(Vav ) := max{-r-

av

through the expression

I

I

L L
wp (vp (x»+u.a (x)
vav f dx
vex). dx -r- v (x)

o

PoP

=

I} .

This functional relationship, which may be plotted (cf. Figure 3b) in
a way similar to the ordinary velocity polar, or better the
extended velocity polar (cf(2.11», will be called the optimal
range velocity polar or ORV-polar (for the given range and given
vertical atmospheric velocity distribution).
The ORV-polar, as defined by (3.4), yields the result of the use
of an optimal strategy for any given average (horizontal) velocity.
Since any optimal strategy aimed at minimizing the amount of
time to cross the range in question always results in some average
(horizontal) velocity, it will be of interest to investigate the
relation between this optimal strategy and the optimal strategy
which yields the point of the ORV-polar for the same average
(horizontal) velocity. It follows immediately then, that, as a
consequence of the concavity of the original velocity polar (2.3),
both strategies must be identical. The ORV-polar thus also
provides the results of all possible minimum-flight-time strategies.
It is this observation, which makes the ORV-polar into a useful
and fundamental tool in the theory and practice of soaring flight
strategies. In the remaining part of this chapter some interesting
properties as well as the construction of the ORV-polar in practice
will be discussed.
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3.2. Properties and shape of the ORV-polar
Intimately related to any point of the ORV-polar is the value
of the Lagrange multiplier z(v
....

velocity history v (x), x
p

aV

) which determines the optimal

[O,LJ which produces the horizontal

E

and vertical range velocity in question •
It turns out-and that is the key to the practical usefulness of the
ORV-polar- that these z-values also play a role in the geometric
characterization of the ORV-polar itself. To be precise, it can
be shown that as a result of the definition (3.4) the derivative
of the ORV-polar satisfies the relationship.
dw

(3.5)

orv
dV
av

(v

av

)

=-

z (v av ) - worv(v av)
v
av

(v

av

> 0)

The proof of this derivative property of the ORV-polar requires
some mathematical reasoning which falls outside the scope of
the present discussion. The proof is for that reason deferred
to Appendix A. At this point it is of more interest to remark that
'the derivative property implies for the ORV-polar a relationship
which is similar to the Mc Cready relation (2.4) for regular
velocity polars, to wit. the'relation
dw

(3.6)

w
(v ) - v
orv (v )
orv av
av dV
av
av

= z(v av)

A sketch of the geometric implication of this relation is given
in Figure 3b.
The derivative property (3.5) illustrates the importance of the
role of the Lagrange multiplier values z(v

) for the construction
av
of the ORV-polar. In view of that role some inequalities which
govern the relation between these z-values and the average velocity
v

will be given some attention before more details about the'
av
shape of the ORV-polar are discussed.
In order that the ORV-polar can be defined for arbitrary (positive)
average (horizontal) velocities smaller than the velocity v p,ml.n
. d
corresponding to the minimum sink rate w
of the sailplane
p,max
(cf. Figure 2), one should assume the validity of extended velocity
polar relationship of the form (2.11) as discussed in Section 2.3.
Observing that it agrees with the usual practical situation to
also assume strict concavity of the original velocity polar
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of the sailplane, the following relations (cf Figure 2) will hold
for the original extended velocity polar (2.11)

(3.7)

dw

wp (v p )

- v

.......2.... (v ) =w

p dv

p

p

for

p,max

> w

° < vp

for v

p,max

p

> v

~

v p,ml.n
. d

.
p,ml.nd

and

(3.8)

dw

W
(v 2)
p p,

- v p, 2

dw

~ (v p, 2) > Wp (v p, 1) - v p,l ~ (V p 1)
p
,
p
\,lV

"v p,2 >v p,1
Combination of the first relation (3.7) with the observation that
the optimality condition (3.2), which determines the optimal
velocity history; (x), x
p

wp (vp (x» - vp (x)
leads for any x
z (v

av

[O,LJ, requires that

E

-

dw

(vp (x»

--E..d

v

p

=

z (v

av

) - u (x)
a

[O,LJ to the inequality

E

) - u (x) ;;;: w

p,max

a

and hence, to a lower bound for the Lagrange mUltiplier value

(3.9)

z (v

av

)

~

w
+u
-: z
p,max
a,max
mr

where
(3.10)

u

a,max

:- max {u (x)
a

I

x

€

[O,L]}

Combination of the second inequality relation (3.8) with the
optimality condition (3.2) results in a similar implication
z(v

av, 2)

> z(v

av, 1)"vp, 2(x)

>; p, lex)

which relates any pair of nonidentical Lagrange multiplier values
to the corresponding pair of optimal velocities. Since this last
implication should hold for any x
is an immediate consequence

E

[O,IJ, the following implication

-

(3.11)

Z (v
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av, 2) > z (v av, 1).q v av, 2 > v av, 1

The two relations (3.9) and (3.11), the derivative property (3.5)
and an important property of the optimal strategy, to be discussed
in the next paragraph, together determine the general shape of
the ORV-polar. This

consists of a linear part "(cf Figure 3b)

in the lower average-velocity range, which is mainly determined
by the lower bound (3.9) of the Lagrange multiplier value,and a
concave part which is determined by the relation (3.11).
With respect to the optimal velocity strategies; (x), x

€

P

[O,LJ

which produce points of the ORV-polar in the lower average velocity
range,an important observation can be made which is strongly
related to the assumption of an extended velocity polar relationship
as expressed by (2.11). This observation, which is also of much
importance for the practical implementation of the optimal
solution, is that an optimal velocity history; (x), x
p

can only contain in some point x

€

€

[O,LJ,

[O,LJ a local (horizontal)

velocity; (x) smaller than v
. d when the corresponding Lagrange
p
p,m~n
mUltiplier value z (v ) is equal to its lower bound z
and when,
mr
av
in addition to that, in the point x the vertical atmospheric
velocity u (x) attains its maximum value u ·
(3.10) •
a
a,max
The reason for this property follows from the fact that substitution
of the extended polar relationship (3.7) into the optimality
condition (3.2) results in the requirement that when v (x) s v
. d
p
p,m1n
z(v

av

) - u (x)
a

= wp,max

and this equality can in view of the earlier derived lower bound
for

z~v

av

) (3.9) only be satisfied if in the point x
u

a

(x) = u

E:

[O,LJ

a,max

An interesting practical consequence of this discussion is the rule
that circling or S-ing will only be optimal when executed in points
x

E:

[O,LJ where the vertical atmospheric velocity attains its

maximum value (cf [10]). For the ORV-polar this resul t implies
that the optimal vertical range velocities in the region of the
small average velocities are the result of optimal strategies
which consist of circling or S-ing in locations where the extreme
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vertical atmospheric velocities are present combined with a straight
flight with an optimal velocity history corresponding to the lower
bound zmr (3.9) of the Lagrange mUltiplier value.
Accordingly, the ORV-polar in this region of small average velocities
consists of a straight lime connecting the point (O,z

) on the
mr
vertical axis with the minimum-straight-flight-or MSF-point of the
ORV-polar (cf.Figure 3b) which point, with coordinates (v av,ms f'w orv,ms f)'
is the result of the optimal velocity history corresponding to the
Lagrange multiplier value z • This point, which owes its name
mr
to the fact that it is the "first" point of the ORV-polar (Le.
with the lowest average velocity) realized by an optimal velocity
history without circling or S-ing, is without doubt one of the
most important points of the ORV-polar. As such it should
preferably be one of the first points to determine in practical
applications.
The preceding discussion is alo of importance for the appreciation
of the S-ing mode strategy put forward by Metzger and Hendrick [8J
and discussed in Section 2.3. To be precise, it may be deduced
that one can always replace an S-ing strategy by a strategy consisting
of circling at some location x where u (x) = u
combined
a
a,max
with a straight flight with horizontal velocity v
. d over the
p,m1n
other parts of the range where the relation u (x) = u
hold.
a
a,max
This result implies in particular the important practical conclusion
that the S-ing-mode, if optimal, is never the only optimal strategy.
For theoretical purposes one can thus ignore the S-ing mode and
instead restrict oneself to two flying modes, to wit a) the pure
dolphin flying mode consisting of straight flight without circling
and b)

~

(regular) Me Cready fIXing mode consisting of stretches

of straight flight interchanged with circling in locations with
extreme vertical atmospheric velocities. It will be clear that the
point of the ORV-polar which serves as border point of the regions
where either of these two different flying modes is optimal, is
the minimal-straight-flight or MSF-point defined above
3.3. The use of the ORV-polar in theory and practice
The ORV-polar as discussed in the preceding two sections was defined
to provide all information to optimally travel over a given range
with given vertical atmospheric velocity distribution with any
desired average horizontal velocity. Thanks to the derivative

- 17 property (3.5) of the ORV-polar the procedure in case of a given
ORV-polar and a given average velocity is a simple one: with the
derivative property relation (3.6) the Lagrange multiplier value
z(v

) can be evaluated immediately (in practice possibly even
av
by graphical means) and this Lagrange mUltiplier value determines
via the optimality condition (3.2) the (optimal) velocity history
of the straight flight portion of the optimal trajectory.
In practice, the Lagrange multiplier value z(v

) found may, as
av
a result of the similarity between relation (3.2) and relation (2.7)
be used directly as a Mc Cready-ring setting for use in connection
with a Mc Cready-ring or a

"So11fahrtgeber" (cf Section 2.2), The

pilot may thus generate the optimal velocity history in the usual
way. In connection with this observation, the words Lagrange
multiplier values and Mc Cready-ring-settings will be used interchangeably for the z(v

av

)-values in the rest of this paper.

In order to make use of the ORV-polar it is not necessary to
specify ahead of time the numerical value of the average velocity
to be considered. To the contrary, the ORV-polar itself provides
a very useful means for detennining for any given optimization
objective the corresponding optimal average velocity v

to travel
av
over the range under consideration. In particular, the availability
of an ORV-polar for a given range with given vertical atmospheric
velocity distribution makes it possible to detennine the optimal
average velocity v

av
mUltiplier value z(v
x

€

(and there with, as discussed the Lagrange
~

) and the optimal velocity history v (x),
av
p
[O,LJ) to travel in an optimal way over the range considered

at any overall glide or climb angle that is feasible under the
prevailing conditions.

Of most interest in practical situations is, of course, the optimal
average velocity (with corresponding Lagrange mUltiplier value
and corresponding optimal velocity history) for crossing the range
with no altitude-loss or altitude gain. The average velocity
which yields this result is given by the intersection point of the
ORV-polar with the horizontal axis, which point for that reason
is called the zero (-altitude)-loss- or ZL-point. The corresponding
average velocity is denoted as v
condition that (cf. Figure 3b)
(3.12)

w

(v

orv av,zl

)

=0

av,z

1 and is determined by the
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The optimal velocity history which corresponds to the ZL-point
of the ORV-polar is just the solution of the generalized dolphin
soaring problem (2.8) for y - O. The corresponding Lagrange
multiplier value with which the optimal velocity history may be
generated (cf(3.2»

and which itself is give·n by (cf(3.6»
dw

(3.13)

Zopt:= Z(Vav,zl):- - vav,zl

dV::V

(vav,zl)

is called the optimal Mc Cready-ring-setting for the range in
question. For most practical purposes the knowledge of this
optimal Mc Cready-ring setting is as good as the knowledge of the
complete ORV-polar.
Depending on whether the ZL-point is situated on the straightline (or Mc Cready-) segment of the ORV-polar or on the curved
(or dolphin-flying) part of the ORV polar the corresponding optimal
trajectory represents either the Mc Cready-flying mode for which
(~.14)

z

opt

= Zmr

or the pure dolphin-flying mode for which
(3.15)

z

opt

>

Z

mr

A fast way to determine which of these two modes apply is to evaluate
the optimal-vertical-range-velocity w
f corresponding to
orv,ms
the MSF-point (cf.Figure 3) of the ORV-polar. Whenever this
optimal vertical range velocity w .
f is nonpositive, the ZL.
orv,ms
point lies on the straightline segment of the ORV-polar and the
Mc Cready-flying mode applies, Le.
(3. 16)

w
orv,msf

s;

0 .. z
= z
opt
mr

(Me Cready-mode)

Otherwise the ZL-point lies on the curved segment of the ORVpolar and the pure-dolphin flying mode applies.
(3.17)

w
> 0 .. z
> z
orv,msf
opt
mr

(pure dolphin-mode)

Conditions (3.16) and (3.17) thus illustrate the importance of
the knowledge of the location of the MSF-point in actual practice.
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4.

The construction of the ORV-polar

4.1. General procedure
The ORV-polar for a given range and a given vertical atmospheric
velocity distribution could in principle be determined by solving
for each average (horizontal) velocity v

the optimization problem
av
(3.4) by which the ORV-polar was defined in Section 3.1. In practice,

however, simpler procedures may be used which are based on the special
properties of the ORV-polar discussed in Section 3.2.
In particular, use may be made of the property that for average velocities
smaller than the average velocity corresponding to the minimumstraight-flight-or MSF-point~ the ORV-polar consists of a straight line connecting the point (O,z ) on the vertical axis and the MSF-point
mr
with coordinates (v
f'w
f)' For average velocities equal
aV,ms
orv,ms
to or greater than the average velocity corresponding to the MSFpoint, the points of the ORV-polar may be determined by evaluating
the integrals

(4.1)

and

(4.2)

~h(z)

=

Lw
- (v (x»

Io

P. P

v

~

+ u (x)

x)

a

dx

p

in which expressions optimal velocity histories v (x) are to be
.

p

substituted, which are generated for fixed values of the Lagrange
multiplier z ~ zmr using the optimality condition (3.2) with
Z replacing z (v
)
av

(4.3)

wp (v p (x»

dw
- v. (x) ~v (x»

p

p

p

=z

-

u

a

(x)

The corresponding points of the ORV-polar then follow directly
from

(4.4)
and

v

av

(z) == L/T(z)
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(4.5)

w (Z) == Ah(z)/T(z)
orv

The actual calculation of these quantities can be easily performed on
a digital computer as soon as some polynomial approximation of the
velocity polar
k

(4.6)

w

(v )

l'

P

:it

max

I

k=k •

ml.n

and there form a polynomial approximation of the Mc Cready curve
(cf[IOJ. [11 J)

dw

(4.7)

z (v )
p p

==

w (v ) - v ~ (v )
p p
p C1V p P

is available. Necessary for the evaluation of the optimal velocity
history from the optimality condition (3.2) is the inverse of this
last function

(4.8)

v

p

= z p+ (z) -: v p (z)

Several methods may be used to determine an approximation for this
inverse function, which will assumed to be given in the discussions
to follow
The prefered procedure for the determination of the ORV-po1ar thus
consists of selecting successively increasing values of z ;: : zmr
starting off with z - z
and to determine for each of them the
mr
corresponding point of the ORV-po1ar. In case a point of the ORV~
polar corresponding to a particular average velocity v
is desired
av
then some iterative procedure to determine the Lagrange multiplier
Z(V aV ) which produces the given average velocity will in general
be required. Only in case the average velocity in question is
amaller than the average velocity corresponding to the minimumstraight-flight point use can be made of the local linearity of
the ORV-polar to circumvent an iterative procedure.
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4.2. Adaptation of an ORV-polar in case of thermals
The usefulness of the ORV-polar for practical optimization purposes
is very much enhanced by the ease with which existing ORV-polars
may be adapted in case thermals are present in begin and/or endpoint
and, even more general, the ease with which ORV-polars over subsequent ranges may be combined to ORV-polars over larger ranges
and, in the ideal case,even to the ORV-polar pertaining to the total
range covered by the sailplane on its cross-country flight. The
two typical situations 1) the adaptation of an existing polar
to account for a thermal in begin and/or

end point and 2) the

synthesis of two similar ORV-polars over subsequent ranges will be
discussed in some detail in this and the next section.
The determination of the change of the ORV-polar when a thermal
at one end is to be taken into account is of much conceptual
interest: As a result of the thermal at the endpoint the maximal
value of the sum of the vertical velocity of the atmosphere and
the vertical velocity of the sailplane over the Henlarged" range
will in general no longer be equal to (3.9)
z:_ w
+ u
mr
p,max
a ,max

but instead will become equal to the net rate-of climb in the
thermal (2.1)
z

th

:= w

p,max

+ u

th

where u

is the vertical atmospheric velocity in the thermal.
th
Following the rules discussed in the preceding sections,the new

ORV-polar will contain

a new straight line connecting the point

(O,Zth) on the vertical axis with a new MSF-point (cf. preceding
sections) on the original ORV-polar, which point is characterized
by the fact that the corresponding Lagrange multiplier value
satisfies

The optimal strategy for each point on this straight line segment
consists of circling within the thermal followed (or preceded)
by a straight fli~t with an optimal velocity history corresponding
to the Lagrange multiplier value or McCready-ring setting
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equal to Zth (3.12). For average velocities larger than the
average velocity v

f of the MSF point the original ORVaV,ms
polar is not altered if the horizontal dimension of the thermal
may be assumed to be very small relative to length of the range.
It is clear that the condition of the new ORV-polar in this last
case strongly compares

with the traditional graphical construction

of the solution of classical Mc Cready problem (cf. Section 2.1).
This similarity is not accidental: The ORV-polar of a sailplane
flying over a range with completely still air is precisely the
original (extended) velocity polar of the sailplane and seen in
that light both constructions are even identical. The main point
to be observed here is that the same construction as before may
also be applied to more general ORV-polars which for the sake
of this and similar constructions in the next section may be
treated as if

~hey

were no more than regular (extended) velocity

polars. This aspect in particular is a very strong point in
favor of the use of the ORV-polar-concept in the theory and
the practice of the optimization of sailplane trajectories.
4.3.

The Synthesis of two or more ORV-polars
Of much interest for theoretical as well as practical purposes
is the procedure for the synthesis of two or more ORV-polars to
yield one resulting ORV-polar which corresponds to the combination
of the ranges. The key to this procedure are two observations
which directly relate to the properties of the ORV-polar discussed
in Section 3.2. The first observation is that the lower bound
on the Mc Cready-ring settings corresponding to the new ORV-polar
will be largest value of the net rate-of-climb over the range
(cf.(3.9»

i.e. the sum of the maximum value of the vertical

atmospheric velocity over the range and the maximum value of
the vertical velocity of the sailplane. Evidently, this maximum
value will be equal to the maximum of the minimal Mc Cready-ring
settings z
. of the contributing ORV-polars, i.e.
mr,:l

(4.9)

z

mr,s

:== max [z
.J
i
mr,:l
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The second observation is that to any point of the resulting
ORV-polar there will correspond an optimal velocity history
v (x), x
p

of one

E

[0,1:1. ] which may be determined by the substitution

i l.

Lagrange mUltiplier value z

~

z

in the optimality
mrs
condition (3.2). Again it will be immediati1y clear that such
an optimal velocity history will be nothing else than the
sequence of the optimal velocity histories over the subsequent
ranges corresponding to the same Lagrange multiplier value
A direct consequence of these two observations is that for all
values z of the Lagrange multiplier or Me Cready ring-setting larger
than or equal to the minimal Mc Cready ring-setting z

the
mr,s
corresponding point of the resulting ORV-polar can be found by
combining the average horizontal velocities v

. (z) and optimal,
av,l.
vertical range velocities w
.(z) corresponding to the particular
orv,l.
value of z following the straightforward expressions
m

(4.10)

vav,s (z) :=

2(
i=1 v

L.
1.

av ,i<z5

1

and
m
(4.11)

worv,s(z):=

L(

m

L.
1.

::\1

i=1 vav,i {zJ

L.

r v£lV,JJ.(~)Worv,i(Z)

j_1

"J

which expressions for the case that m = 2 reduce to
L V (z)v
(z)
1 av 2
av 1

(4.12)

(z)
av 2
vav,s (z) := ~L'-lv~'-""(-z~)-+--:-L-2~V--(""z~) + LtV
(z) + L2v
(z)
£lv 2
av 1
av 2
£lv 1
:: (L]+L2) Vav, t(z)Vav, 2(z)
L 1v
£lV, z5 + L 2 V £lV, 1( z)

1

(4.13)

worv,s (z)

L v

(z) v

2 £lv 1
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Values of z smaller than the overall minimal Mc Cready-ring-

(4.9) which generated optimal velocity histories
mr,s
over the original parts of the resulting range no longer do
setting z

so. For average velocities smaller than the average velocity
v

(z
) for minimum straight flight over the resulting
av mr,s
range the corresponding points of the resulting ORV-polar
lie on the line connecting the point (O,z

) on the vertical
mr,s
axis and the new MSF-point (v (z
),w
(z
av mr,s
orv mr,s
For the practice of optimal dolphin flight this last result

».

implies the nowadays well known rule(cf.[10J) that circling
1n order to gain missing height should in theory only be done
at the location where the vertical atmospheric velocity
reaches its maximum.
The expressions (4.0)-(4.13) for the resulting average velocities
and the resulting optimal vertical range velocities corresponding
to a particular z

~

z

imply that the resulting range
mr,s
velocity vector with coordinates (v
(z), w
(z» is a
av,s
orv,s
convex combination of the original range velocity ~ectors. In
case that m = 2 this implies in particular that the resulting
range vector lies on the line which connects the points on the
original ORV-polars corresponding to the same z. A sketch"of
this geometric interpretation of the synthesis of two ORVpolars is given in Figure 4. Of much interest for a possible
practical use of this interpretation is the observation that
the lines which connect the points (O,z) on the vertical axis
with the corresponding points on the original and resulting
ORV-polars just cut off pieces from any vertical line which
differ from each other by a ratio equal to the ratio of lengths
of the original ranges (cf Figure 4). This geometric property,
the proof of which will be given in Appendix B, paves the
way for simple graphical methods for the construction of
ORV-polars which result from the combination of two ORV-polars
corresponding to two subsequent ranges.
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A practical application: The determination of the optimal
Mc Cready-ring setting in case of a square-wave vertical
atmospheric velocity distribution

5.1.

The ORV-polar for a sguare wave thermal model
Although it is in principle possible to determine the ORV-polar
for any range and any vertical atmospheric velocity distribution,
the actual calculation will in general be restricted to
some simple models. In actual practice a sailplane pilot
will never know the exact vertical atmospheric velocity
at some location before he arrives there. Therefore, it is
much more useful for practical purposes to just provide the
pilot some guidelines based on simple models and to leave
it to him to interpret the actual situation in the light of
his knowledge about the optimal solutions for those simple
models.
A particular model which is of much interest for the practice
is the general square wave vertical atmospheric velocity model,
which, as advocated by Reichmann [10J, does not necessarily
satisfy the mass balance relation (i.e. the mass of air
going up along the range does not necessarily equal the mass
of air going down). In actual practice such a square wave
model will approximately apply in case there are cloud streets
roughly along the course of the flight. It is the maneuvering
of the pilot in such circumstances which tips the air mass
balance into his favor.
For the square wave model to be considered it will be assumed
(See Figure 5) that the range consists of two parts of lengths
Ll and L , on each of which there is a constant vertical

2
atmospheric velocity present with strengths u

and u for
1
2
which the additional arbitrary assumption is made that u ~ u
2
1
(Of course under the prevalent assumptions, the optimal solution
would not change if Ll and L2 would consist of a number of
pieces adding up in length to Ll and L ). The ratio
2
L2/(L +L ) which may be considered the fraction of the range
1 2
over which the hypothetical cloud street extends will be called
distinct

the extension factor and will be denoted by the letter e.

- 26 The determination of the ORV-polar corresponding to this squarewave vertical velocity distribution model is relatively simple
once its is observed that the ORV-polar may be thought of as
the result of the synthesis of the two directly available ORVpo lars for the parts LI and L2 of the total range (cf Figure 6).
Each of these consits of a translation in vertical direction
of the original extended velocity polar, i.e. in formula form
one has, respectively,
(5.1 )

worv, 1(vav> :=w p,max +u1=:zl
:= w (v ) + u
p av
1

if v av

:S

if v

>v

av

v p,m~n
. d
•

p,m~nd

and
:= w

(5.2)

p,max

+ u

.=

2'

Z

2

if v
if v

:- w (V ) + u
p av
2

< v

av av

> v

p,mind
.

p,m~nd

Particular points (v

1(Z), v
l(Z)} and (v
2(Z),W
(z»
av,.
orv,
av,
orv,z
of the originalORV-polars corresponding to values of z which
~

zi and z

~

z2 may be determined
directly from the inverse function v (z) of the Mc Cready
p
function (cf(4.8» of the original extended velocity polar

satisfy respectively z

following the straightforward relations
vav,l(Z)
(5.3)

:= vp(z - u t )

Worv,l(Z) := Wp(Vp(Z - ~l»

+ u1

and
(5.4)

vav, 2(z):= Vp (z - u2)
w
orv, 2(z):= wp (v p (z - u 2» + u 2

In this context it should be noted that as a result of the
vertical atmospheric velocities being constant, the equivalent
expressions (cf (4,8»: vav, l(zl)' vav, 2(z2) and vp (wp,max )
do not represent unique velocities but instead the whole
range of velocities between 0 and v. . d'
p,mn
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The coordinates of the MSF-point of the new ORV-polar may readily
be determined once it is observed that for the square-wavemodel under consideration
(5.5)

and that for the "minimum-straight-flight" trajectory

(5.6)

Substitution of the expressions (5.3) and (5.4) evaluated for
Z

= z2 into the previously derived expressions (4.12) and (4.13)

for the coordinates of an ORV-polar produced by synthesis of
two ORV-polars immediately results in the desired quantities

(5.7)

=

v
av,msf

(L) + L )v
. d v (z2 - u)
_______2 ~p~,~m~~_n
__~e
~_
L} v p,mln
. d + L2 v p{Z2 - Ut )

_______

~

and
(5.8)

L} __
v p~,m~~~n~
. d __
[w~e~~e
(v __
(z2
- u » + u J ] ______
+ L2 v~p__________
(z2 - uI)~2_ .
=~
~__~l______~

w

orv,msf

L) v p,mln
. d + L2 v p (z2 - u)

Coordinates of points of the new ORV-polar which correspond to
Lagrange mUltiplier values z larger than z
mr
similar way from the expressions

(5.9)

v

av

(z)

=

(L

1

+ L

2

)V p (z - U2 ) ve(Z

= z2

follow in a

- u )
1

L) vp(Z - u Z) + L2 vpCz - u I )

and
(5. 10)

w
(z)
orv

It should be noted that with the geometric property (cf Figure 4)
of the lines connecting the common point (O,z) on the vertical
axis with the corresponding points on the original and resulting
ORV-polars, as discussed in Section 4.3 and proved in Appendix B,
it is quite simple to construct the resulting ORV-polar by purely
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graphical means for any given values of v ,u and e • L /(L +L ).
1 2
2
1 2
A particular application of this will be discussed in the next
section.
5.2. The optimal Mc Cready-ring-settingfor a square-wave thermal model

As discussed in Section 3.3 the quantity

of most interest in

connection with the ORV-polar for practical purposes is the optimal
t (3.13) which was defined as the
op
Mc Cready-ring setting which generates the ZL-point of the ORV-polar
Mc Cready-ring setting;

i.e. the intersection point of the ORV-polar with the horizontal
axis. The way to determine this optimal Mc Cready-ring-setting
depends on whether the ZL-point lies on the straight-line
segment of the ORV-polar or on the curved segment thereof •
and this in turn depends on whether the MSF-point (cf Section 3.3)
lies above or below the horizontal axis, or equivalently,
whether the optimal vertical range velocity w
f corresponding
orv,ms
to the MSF-point is positive or negative. In the case of a
square-wave thermal model this latter velocity is given by
(5.8) so that the determination of the optimal Mc Cready-ring
setting depends on the inequality
(5. 11)

As long as this inequality is satisfied the optimal Mc Creadyring setting is equal to
(5.12)

Z

opt

...

%2

=u2

+ w

p,max

and the corresponding average (horizontal) velocity equal to
(cf Figure 3)
(5.13)

v

av,zl

... (

z
2)v

z 2-w orv,ms f

av,msf

which expression with (5.7) and (5.8) results in
(5.14)
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The corresponding strategy in this case will be of the Mc Cready
~,

i.e. one should travel over part Ll (cf Figure 5) of the

range with the velocity v (Z2- U t) corresponding to an expected
p
net rate of climb z2 (under the cloudstreet), and over part
L2 of the range with horizontal velocity v p,m1n
. d'
Finally one should regain the missing altitude by circling at
the end of the range with net rate of climb z2' The strategy
of flying straight over part L2 of the range at the horizontal
velocity v

. d followed by circling at the end of the range
p,m1n
is of course equivalent to "S-ing" over part L2 of the range

with an average velocity v
w

orv

(z2) which follows from setting
av
(z2) as given by (4.13) equal to zero, i.e.

(5.15)

A graphical illustration of this and the preceding expression (5.14)
is presented in Figure 6.

In case inequality (5.11) is not satisfied then the optimal
Mc Cready-ring setting has to be determined as the value

z

>

z2

for which the optimal vertical range velocity (4.13) or (5.10)
is equal to zero, i.e. the solution of the equation
(5.16)

For the solution of this equation some iterative procedure
will be necessary in general. The optimal strategy in this
case will be of the pure-dolphin-type.

5.3. Plots of Zop t vs e for square wave thermal models
Given the means for solving for the optimal Mc Cready-ringsetting in case of a square wave vertical atmospheric velocity
model with given values of u 1 'U

and e = L2 /L 1+L 2 , a very
2
useful piece of in.formation for actual flying practice may

be generated in the form of a plot of the optimal Mc Cready
sing-settings z

t as a function of the extension factor e
op
for various combinations of u 1 and u , Plots of this kind
2
have already been produced by Metzger and Hedrick [8], however,
given the theory of the ORV-polars as discussed, the information
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necessary for these plots may be generated without an iterative·
procedure and, if desired, even by simple graphical means. For
reason of the practical importance of this implementation
of the theory, the generation of plots of Z t vs e will be
op
discussed in some more detail below. The numerical results for
a particular sailplane will be given in the next section.
For given fixed values of u

the plot of the optimal
2
t as a function of the (cloud street)

Mc Cready-ring setting z

t

and u

op
extension factor e will in general consists of two parts, a

constant Mc Cready-ring setting corresponding to a Mc Creadytype optimal strategy for small values of e and a roughly
linearly increasing part, corresponding to pure dolphintype optimal strategy for higher values of e. The value of
the former constant optimal McCready-ring-setting is given
by (5.12)

z

opt

.. z

2

=w

p,max

+u

2

Points of the increasing part of the plot may be generated
in a straightforward way by solving equation (5.9) for given
for e given Z instead of for Z given e.
2
This is feasible by straightforward evaluation of (5.16)

values of u ,u
l

written in terms of e

which leads to the explicit expression
(5.17)

)[w (v (z-u »+u ]
e(u ,u ,z) .. - v (z-u
___ 2 __ __LP____1 __ 1 ________________________
1 2
vp(z-ul)[Wp(vp(z-u2»+u2] - vp(z-u2)[Wp\Vp(Z-Ut)iUt]
_P~

~

~P

~

~

Evaluation of this expression for z
= z2 with the appropriate
opt
substitutions (5.2) and (5.5) provides immediately the corner point
or break point ec (u 1 ,u ) of the Zopt vs e plot
2

(5.18)

v p,mn
. dewp (vp (z2-ul)+u1J
v p (Z2- Ul)z 2-v p,mLn
. dewp (v p (Z2-Ul»+U t J

~
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It may be noted that the value given by this formula provides
the minimal cloudstreet extension factor for the realization
of a pure dolphin-flight strategy (for the given values of u 1
and U )
2

The maximal value of the optimal Mc Cready-ring setting z opt
for given values of u and u will of course result when
e

=

2

l

1, i.e. when the cloudstreet extends over the whole range.

The value of it may formally be found by the solution of the
equation that results when Ll

=0

is substituted into (5.6),

i.e.
(5. 19)

wp (v p (z-u 2 » + u 2 = Worv, 2(z)

Q

0

The solution of this equation in principle requires, just as
in the other cases of fixed values of e, an iterative procedure.
In this special case, however, this iterative procedure amounts
to no

more than the generation of the inversion of velocity

polar relationship
(5.20)

w (v (z-u
p

p

2

»

= - u

2

Consequently, this particular maximal optimal Mc Cready-ringsetting may in practice be determined by the same graphical
procedure as discussed in Section 2.1.
It may be noted that the initial point as well as the final point
of the plot of

t vs e are exclusively determined by the value
op
of the largest of the two constant vertical atmospheric
Z

velocities over the range, i.e. the value of

~

over the second

part L2 (cf Figure 5) of the range. The value u of the vertical
1

atmospheric velocity over the first part of the range does,
in combination with the value

~

determine the location of the

cornerpoint e c (uJ'~) of the plot of Zopt vs e and therewith
the average slope of the plot in the pure dolphin flight region
past the corner point. An example of this behaviour is given
in Figures 7-8

which present the numerical results which

were calculated for a particular sailplane type.
As a final observation it may be noted that the plot of

Z

op
vs e in case of a square wave vertical atmospheric velocity

t

distribution model was evaluated with as only information the
velocity polar w"(v ) and the inverse v (z) (4.8) of the
p p
p

- 32 regular Mc Cready function. No integration procedures or whatsoever
other complicated procedures were required and this in particular
implies that the same information can be generated without too
much effort by any sailplane pilot who has the two mentioned
pieces of information available. With the use of the geometric
property discussed in Section 4.3 and proved in Appendix B the
data for the

t vs e plot may even be generated by a pure
op
graphical method in much the same way as in the years past
Z

the data for Mc Cready rings have been generated by a great
number of pilots.
5.4. Numerical results for an LS-3 sailplane
In order to provide a numerical example of the results presented
in this chapter calculations of the optimal Mc Cready-ring
settings

op t as a function of the cloudstreet extension
factor e in case of a square-wave thermal model were carried
Z

out for an LS-3-sailplane which is a representative specimen
of the modern "unrestricted 15 m-class" or "racing class"
of sail-planes. The numerical data for this particular sailplane
were taken from calculated velocity polars (corresponding to
2
2
wing loadings or respectively 33kg/m and 45kg/m ) furnished
by the manufacturer. From each of these velocity polars 20
readings were taken and fed into a computer program for least
squares polynomial approximation. For the velocity polar
2
corresponding to a wing loading of 33kg/m the following
polynomial turned out to be a reasonably accurate approximation
(with a maximum relative error of 1.58%)
w (v )
p

p

=-

0.144534 (v /40)-2 + 2.138253 (v /40)-1
p

p

- 7.847412

+ 14.014615 (v /40)

- 11.318253 (v /40)2 + 4.389605 (v
p

where v

p

p

~40)3

and ware both expressed in m/sec.
p

Similarly, the velocity polar corresponding to a wingloading
2
of 45kg/m turned out to be reasonably accurately (with a
maximum relative error of 1.57%) approximated by the polynomial
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(v /40)-2+
p

w (v ) == - 1.45118
p p

9.510116. (v /40)-1

p

+ 27.045180 (v /40)
P
3
-15.558411 (v /40)2 + 4.223420 (v /40)
p
,P

- 22.681673

where againw

p

and v

p

are both expressed in m/sec.

Using these polynomial approximations of the velocity polars two
different sets of plots of z

vs e were evaluated for each of
opt
the two wing loadings considered. The figures 7 and 8 provide
the detailed results for a number of different values of vertical

atmospheric velocity u

over the second part L2 of the range
2
and no vertical atmospheric velocity (i.e. u == 0) over the
t

first part L} over the range. Also shown in the same plots are
the results for different values of the vertical atmospheric
velocity u

over the first part of the range. The plots are
1
shown in Figures 7 and 8.

It may be remarked that the differences between the two figures
for different ring loadings are quite similar.

6.

Concluding remarks
At the end of this paper it may be remarked that the idea to
study the set of solutions of the optimization problems maximizing
the average vertical velocity for given average

~orizontal

velocities over the given range with given vertical atmospheric
velocity distribution has been proven profitable for both the
theory and the practice of sailplane flight trajectory optimization
problems. The resulting theory presented in this paper, with the
ORV-polar as fundamental item, not only unified the current
theory on the solutions of the Mc Cready problem and the generalized
dolphin soaring problem, but also provided a simple means
to determine the optimal strategy for the generalized dolphin
soaring problem in actual practice.
Of most importance for the theory was the discovery that the
tangent to the ORV-polar in some point cuts off a piece of the
vertical axis which is just equal to the Lagrange multiplier
value or Mc Cready-ring setting by which the optimal velocity
history corresponding to the particular point can be generated.
Not only did this property determine the general shape of the ORVpolar, it also formed the basis for the easy construction of the
ORV-polar. As shown, the property proved particularly fruitful
for the construction of the ORV-polar by means of an adaptation
of a given ORV-polar for a thermal at some point of the range
or by means of a synthesis of two known ORV-polars. In this
context also a direct link was laid between the well-known
Mc Cready-theory and the ORV-polar theory presented here.
For the theory of sailplane flight trajectory optimization the
simplicity of the ORV-polar-concept was shown to be very useful.
With it a number of rules for optimal dolphin soaring earlier
mentioned in the literature could be explained very readily.
This related, in particular, to the rules that 1) the optimal
strategy for dolphin soaring is,as in case of the Mc Cready-problem,
determined by one and no more than one Me Cready-ring setting,
that 2) possible missing height should be regained by circling
only at those points of the range where the vertical atmospheric
velocity has its maximum over the range, and that 3) one
should use a higher Mc Cready-ring setting whenever a overall
height gain might result in a cloudstreet situation. A nice
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aspect of the ORV-polar theory was furthermore that it
provided a direct and easily computable answer to the question
of what Mc Cready-ring-setting to use, namely the value which
the tangent to the ORV-polar in the intersection point of the
ORV-polar with the horizontal axis cuts off from the vertical
axis. Still another rule for optimal dolphin soaring which also
followed immediately from the ORV-polar theory was the rule
that an "S-ing"-strategy, when optimal, is never the unique
optimal strategy. This rule yields the conclusion that from
a theoretical point of view, "S-ing"-strategies do not to have
been considered.
For the practice of the optimization of sailplane trajectory
optimization problems, the ORV-polar concept was shown to
provide a means by which for simple thermal models, such as
Reichmann's square wave model, the optimal Mc Cready-ringsettings may be determined by a simple graphical procedure.
resembling quite much the procedure by which the Mc Cready-ring
data are usually obtained. In particular, plots of optimal
Mc Cready-ring-settings (cf Figures 7-8 ) versus the cloudstreet
extension factors may be constructed the aid of no more than a
graph of the velocity polar, a ruler and a pencil, Le. by any
pilot who is capable of determining the data. for a Mc Creadyring.
Of course, the ORV-polar theory is by no means the final answer
to the sailplane flight trajectory optimization problem. The
great number of simplifying assumptions such as for example
the complete knowledge of the vertical

v~locity

distribution

ahead of time, the independence of the vertical atmospheric
velocity distributions and the aerodynamic equilibrium of
the height and the assumption that circling will not result
in a smaller vertical velocity, are all sources for discrepancies
between the optimal strategies in theory and practice. However,
as usual, the theoretical results do provide more insight
as to what should be done in a practical situation. The extra
insight may prove a further detailed study of the ORV-polar
concept without one or more of the simplifying assumptions
worth while in the future
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- A.I Appendix A: Proof of the derivative property (3.5)
In Section 3.1 the optimal vertical range velocity w
was defined
orv
as a function of the average (horizontal range) velocity v
as the
av
value of the solution of the optimization problem (cf(3.4»
L

v

(A. 1)

L w (v (x»+u(x)
(v ) = max{~
p p
a
dx
worv av
L
v (x)

J

vLav f dx
v (x)

P

o

o

=

I}

p

In this appendix it will be shown that the derivative of this function
w
(v) with respect to its argument, v
is given by (3.5)
orv av
av
(A.2)

dw
orv
dv
(va)
av

z(vav ) - worv(vav)

=

v

(v

av

av

> 0)

) ~s the value of the constant Lagrange multiplier for
av
the constrained optimization problem (A. 1).

where z(v

Starting point of the point is the observation that the definition
(A.I) for v

av

> 0 is equivalent to

v

L

av

=T

max {

w (v (x) )+u (x)
p

oJ

p

v ex)

a

L

dx

p

f dx (x) =v~}
av
o p,

v

and hence also to
v

(A.3)

worv (v av )

L

av

=T

wp (v p (x»+u a (x)-z.
+ §L
V
(x)'
dx
v
av
of
P

max {

In connection with this last expression one may define the functional

L w (v (x»
(A.3)

Hv (x),z,v
p

]
av :=

fo

p

+ u (x) - z

dx +

v (x5

p

a

vav

p

and observe that the optimal vertical range velocity interms of this
functional is given by
v

(A.4)

(v)
w
orv av

=~
L

t [v (x;v

p

av

),z(v

av

),v

av

]

~,}
av

v

- A.2 -

where v (x;v ) and z(v ) are the optimal velocity history and the
p
av
av
Lagrange multiplier respectively corresponding to solution of the
optimization problem (A. I). The expression (A.4) found is no longer
an optimization problem but instead an expression involving a functional
which is dependent on a parameter v • Assuming smoothness - and
av
differentiability properties as usual in the calculus-of-variations
(cf[5J)

the expression may be differentiated following the rules of

the calculus of variations with as result the expression
dW

dVorv(vav ) • Ll t[v (x;v ),z(v ),v ]
av· av
av
p
av
L
v av [
+ -L

(A.5)

aF
J ;-aV
o p

oV

(x;v av )dx
(v p (x;vav ) ,z(v av » ~
aV
av

L

dx
L ) dz
zL .]
- ( f v (xiv) -V- ~-T
av
av v
o p
av
av
in which

&v

of
'F<v (x;v ),z(v » :=
vp p
av
av

v (x;v )........E.d (v (x;v
p .. av v
p
av

»-wp (vp (x;vava
)-u (x)+z(v )
av

-----.i.P---:::------------v 2 (x;v )
p

av

In view of the optimality of the solution v (x;v ) it follows that as
p
av

well (cf(3.2»

of

i:-{v (x;v ),z(v »
vvp p
av
av

=0

for all x

€

[O,LJ

as
L

dx

Jo v. p (x;vav )

L
-v- - 0

av

So that the expression (A.5) reduces to
dW·l

)
dvorv (v~v"
av

or with (A.4)

z(v

)

avL t[vp (x;v av )z(vav ),vav ] - - vav
-

- A.3 -

dw orv
dv
(v av )
av

worv(vav)-z (v av )

= ----v---av

which is precisely the relation to prove.

o

- B.lAppendix B: Proof of a geometric property of the ORV-polar construction
for a square-wave thermal model
In Section 4.3 expressions (cf(4.12),(4.13»

were derived for the average

(horizontal) velocity v

and the optimal vertical range velocity
av,s
worv,s (corresponding to some value of the Mc Cready ring setting z)
which result in case of the construction of an ORV-polar as the synthesis
of two known ORV-polars over the two parts L1 and L of a range of length

Z

L1 + L

Z

(B. 1)

vav,s -

and
(B.2)

w

orv,s

It was noted that these expressions imply that the resulting optimal
range velocity vector is a convex combination of the original optimal
range velocity vectors and as such in a plot of the ORV-polar (e,g,
Figure 4) will lie on the line connecting the two original optimal
range velocity vectors. In addition to that it was noted that the
lines through the point (O,z) on the vertical axis and the .endpoints
(V

) (vav,l'worv,l ) and (v av, 2'w orv, 2) (corresponding to the .
av,s'worv,s'

same value of z) cut any vertical line in the ORV polar plot into two
pieces, the lengths of which relate to each other following the same
ratio as the lengths of the paths L 1 and L2 of the range. This property
of the geometry of the ORV-polar construction will be proved in this
appendix with a simple proof from planar geometry (which was supplied
by dr.D. Kijne of the TH Eindhoven).
A geometric picture of the property to be shown is presented in Figure
B.I. It may be noted that it will suffice to show that the lengths of
the line pieces AE and ED satisfy the relation

~-~
L1

TEDT

Given the formules (B.t) and (B.2) it follows that the lengths of the
line pieces AS

and SB satisfy

If in Figure B.t the auxiliary line BF is drawn parallel to SE then it
follows that

as well as

IEFI ::

j~~J :: vav ,2
v av, 1

TKDT TEDT

Combination of these two ratios immediately yields the desired result
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Figuur B.I: Geometric property of ORV-polar construction by synthesis of
two known ORV-polars over subsequent ranges

